PRACTICE EXERCISES I: Answers
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

Instructions: Please read each sentence carefully and write the correct pronoun on the space provided. (Note to instructors: The antecedent for each pronoun is in bold print.)

1. The **Morro Fortress** is known for the haunting of one of **its** looking posts.
2. **Tom and Mary** spent **their** last day in Puerto Rico learning to dance the rumba.
3. **Lola Rodríguez de Tío** wrote **her** revolutionary poem *La Borinqueña* in 1868.
4. **Paola** decided she did not want to enter **her** rooster, Chiki, in Sabana Grande’s weekly cockfighting competition.
5. **Juanita** wishes **she** could dance like Shakira.
6. The **director and team** were supposed to film today in Aguadilla; however **they** did not check the weather forecast.
7. Neither the pilot nor the **flight attendants** gave **their** opinions over the spontaneous delay at the San Juan airport.
8. The **jury** met in agreement and gave **its** verdict, sentencing Pablo to five weeks of community service.
9. The committee **members** gave **their** presentation on the benefit of better sidewalk conditions.
10. The **number** of volunteers fighting to save stray dogs increases **its** numbers daily.
11. **Tom and Mary** want to plan another trip to Puerto Rico; **they** want to go in time for the *Festival de Vejigantes*.
12. The **Capitolio** swarmed with **reporters** as **they** all waited for senate members to exit through **its** doors.
13. **Somebody** forgot to take **his** or **her** leftover *mofongo* home after we left the restaurant.
14. **Cristobal Colón** discovered Puerto Rico on **his** route to India.
15. **The Niña, the Pinta, and the Santa María** unfolded **their** sails on August 3rd, 1492.
16. The **people** were supposed to come at 6 pm, yet **they** did not arrive until much later.
17. **Ricky Martin** must be aware of all the hearts **he** has made flutter during his profession.
18. **Ernesto** took **his** girlfriend Viviana to the Morro on Valentine’s Day, where **they** flew kites.
19. The **crowd** gathered **its** belongings as the ferry reached *Culebra*.
20. **Some** of the locals followed **their** instincts and boarded up **their** houses before going on vacation.